Tidal Tao Snorkelling

www.tidaltao.com
snorkel@tidaltao.com
Tel: +27 (0) 79 307 0608
Visit us at Shop 31, Ballito Lifestyle Centre, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
WE ABSOLUTELY LOVED IT, SNORKELLING WITH TIDAL TAO. IT MADE OUR HOLIDAY.

‘SAFARI’ IN THE DIVERSE RICH INTER-TIDAL ZONE WITH PASSIONATE, HIGHLY KNOWLEDGEABLE GUIDES - AN EXPERIENCE OF NOTE. BLOWN AWAY AT HOW MUCH WE SAW"

CONSISTENTLY RATED 5 STARS ON TRIP ADVISOR

“WE ABSOLUTELY LOVED IT, SNORKELLING WITH TIDAL TAO. IT MADE OUR HOLIDAY.”
At Tidal Tao, we are dilly, silly and plain old passionate about the ocean. The coastline, known as the Dolphin Coast (just north of Durban) between Ballito and Sheffield Beach, offers a surprising underwater wonderland. Our Snorkelling Safaris gives you a perfect chance to experience something you'll never forget. **This really is really as close as you will get to Scuba Diving without Scuba Diving.** If you can swim, then we can **teach you to snorkel.** Tidal Tao run different snorkelling “options” depending on your interest or level of expertise ... maybe you’re looking to just chill & take a break from the noisy side of our planet, or perhaps just want to see some fish or you’re the next Jaques Cousteau on the hunt for crazy critters and the adventure of a lifetime, it really does not matter; we love it all and have something that will suit you just dandy. No excuses now, come...
Safe and fun. You don’t need to be a diver or have any experience. If you can swim we can teach you to snorkel.

Knowledgeable guides and an unforgettable experience.

See corals, morays, nudibranchs, octopus and other colourful critters only scuba divers normally get to experience.
Discover Snorkelling Safari

2 Hours and includes an introduction to snorkelling, learn how to use your gear and get comfortable in the water. Perfect for first timers. The focus on this trip is seeing colourful fish and coral varieties.

R320 per person
Children 6-10 - R150 per child
Children 5 years and younger free
Adult must be with child to accompany them. Max 6 people per trip.
Cost includes: Guide, snorkel gear, photo’s of your trip and refreshment.
2 Hours and recommended for people who have snorkelled before. The focus of this trip is on the little things that come out at night, including interesting shrimp, octopus and coral glowing under the UV light.....it's quite an experience

R350 per person
Max 4 people per trip and must be 15 years and older.
Cost includes: Guide, snorkel gear, dive torch, photo's of your trip (where possible) and hot chocolate.
2 Hours and includes trips to more secluded pools where we search for Nudibranchs, Octopus and other interesting marine life. Perfect for experienced snorkelers wanting to see some amazing creatures.

R320 per person
Max 4 people per trip
Cost includes: Guide, snorkel gear, photo’s of your trip & hot chocolate.
Contact us for details of some of our other activities, including:

- Rocky Shore Night Walks on Full & New Moon
- Exciting Environmental Education Programs for schools and other groups
- Underwater Photo Shoots
- Whale & Dolphin Watching Trail

Special Requests:
If you have a special request, perhaps you would like to celebrate a loved one's birthday, anniversary or team building, let us know what you had in mind and